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1. In The List of Things that Will Not Change by Rebecca Stead, how does Bea get back at Carolyn for being a jerk at the colonial breakfast?
   A. Dropping her jacket on the floor in the coat closer OR taking her jacket off the hook (pg 158) NOT hand-slapping her face (note- Bea tells her therapist that she specifically does this to get back at Carolyn)

2. In From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler by e.l. konigsburg, what part of living away from home did Jamie tell Mrs. Frankweiler he liked the best?
   A. Not having a schedule (pg 139)

3. In The Trouble with Chickens by Doreen Cronin, JJ says Moosh's red comb is about as useful as a spoon to a ...what?
   A. Snake (pg 1)

4. In Swim Team by Johnnie Christmas, Ms Etta says her team wasn't beaten in the pool. Why did they lose?
   A. They didn't all stand together (pg 166) OR Mari didn't show up (pg 205)

5. In When You Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller, what is the name of the Asian restaurant Sam insists on visiting with the family?
   A. Dragon Thyme (pg 159)

6. In rez dogs by Joseph Bruchac, in what decade was the Eugenics Project that Malian finds information about?
   A. 1930's (pg 160)

7. In Molly and the Twin Towers, a 9/11 Story by Jessika Fleck, where did the fourth plane crash?
   A. A field in Pennsylvania OR Pennsylvania (pg 91)

8. In New From Here by Kelly Yang, according to Mrs. Turner how many kids depend on free lunch in the United States?
   A. 22 million (pg 232)

9. In Flor and Mirnada Steal the Show by Jennifer Torres, what is the name of Flor's pig sold by her dad?
   A. Betabel (pg 131-132)

10. In The Midnight Children by Dan Gemeinhart, what "dummy" in the Haunted House of Horrors is a real person?
    A. The Witch (pg 197).
11. In Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, what time does mom suggest when grandma calls to ask the time of Maggie's birthday party?

   A. 6:00 OR aim for 6:00 (pg 10)

12. In Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, where does Zeus first think the cone-stone will lead him?

   A. To his parents (pg 60)

13. In The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste, what Jumbie heals Corinne's leg from bleeding?

   A. A douen OR a Lagahoo (pg 221)

14. In The Lion of Mars by Jennifer L Holm, what sentence stands out to Bel from his animal book about lions?

   A. Lions who are rejected by their pride do not survive long (pg 68)

15. In A True Home by Kallie George, what "most dangerous" task does Mona take on while the animals are setting up the winter tree?

   A. Lighting the lanterns (pg 142)

16. In The Midnight Children by Dan Gemeinhart, what plant is Ravani collecting for his mother to paint?

   A. Cattails